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Abstract

This opinion paper proposes the use of
parallel treebank as learner corpus. We
show how an L1-L2 parallel treebank —
i.e., parse trees of non-native sentences,
aligned to the parse trees of their target hy-
potheses — can facilitate retrieval of sen-
tences with specific learner errors. We ar-
gue for its benefits, in terms of corpus re-
use and interoperability, over a conven-
tional learner corpus annotated with error
tags. As a proof of concept, we conduct a
case study on word-order errors made by
learners of Chinese as a foreign language.
We report precision and recall in retriev-
ing a range of word-order error categories
fromL1-L2 tree pairs annotated in the Uni-
versal Dependency framework.

1 Introduction

A parallel treebank consists of multiple treebanks
with alignments at the sentence level, and often
also at the phrase and word levels. Growing in-
terest in parallel treebanks have yielded treebanks
of many language combinations (Čmejrek et al.,
2004; Megyesi et al., 2010; Sulger et al., 2013;
Volk et al., 2017).
So far, there has been no reported attempt to

build an L1-L2 parallel treebank — i.e., parse
trees of sentences written by non-native speak-
ers (henceforth, “L2 sentences”), aligned to parse
trees of their target hypotheses (henceforth, “L1
sentences”). Figure 1 shows an example parse
tree pair in such a treebank. The pair consists of
the parse tree of a Chinese sentence written by a
learner, and the parse tree of its corrected version,
or “target hypothesis”. Although a number of L2
treebanks have been built, they either do not pro-
vide explicit target hypotheses (Ragheb and Dick-

POS tag: PRON VERB NOUN

L2: 我 起床 七點
wo qichuang qidian

L1: 我 七點 起床
wo qidian qichuang
‘I’ ‘7 o’clock’ ‘wake up’

POS tag: PRON NOUN VERB

nsubj

root

obl:tmod

nsubj

root

obl:tmod

Figure 1: An example L1-L2 tree pair, includ-
ing word alignments between the learner sentence
(“L2”) and its target hypothesis (“L1”), and the
parse trees of the two sentences, annotated in Uni-
versal Dependencies for Chinese (Leung et al.,
2016; Lee et al., 2017).

inson, 2014; Nagata and Sakaguchi, 2016), or have
not yet provided parse trees for the target hypothe-
ses (Berzak et al., 2016).
Parallel L1-L2 treebanks can be expected to

serve a number of research agendas. First, they
would support quantitative studies in Contrastive
Interlanguage Analysis (CIA) (Granger, 2015) and
Error Analysis (EA). For CIA, they would enable
comparisons between native and interlanguages
not only on the lexical level but also on the syntac-
tic level. For EA, parallel parse trees would give
more fine-grained characterization of the syntactic
environment in which learner errors occur, which
can inform the design of language teaching peda-
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gogy. Further, just as parallel treebanks can help
train machine translation (MT) systems (Čmejrek
et al., 2004; Sennrich, 2015), L1-L2 treebanks can
supply sentence pairs to train systems for auto-
matic grammatical error correction (GEC). Indeed,
some GEC systems obtained state-of-the-art re-
sults by casting the task as an MT problem (Ro-
zovskaya and Roth, 2016; Junczys-Dowmunt and
Grundkiewicz, 2014).
In this opinion paper, we focus on demon-

strating how L1-L2 parallel treebanks can bene-
fit learner language analysis. In the next section,
we argue that these treebanks can better facilitate
re-use and interoperability among learner corpora,
because they provide a more precise and flexible
encoding of learner errors. As a proof of concept,
Section 3 presents a case study on identifying dif-
ferent word-order errors in Chinese L1-L2 parallel
trees. Finally, Section 4 concludes.

2 Learner corpora and L1-L2 parallel
treebanks

A major function of a learner corpus is to facili-
tate retrieval of sentences with specific errors. We
first discuss the limitations of the use of error tags
(Section 2.1), and then propose tree search in an
L1-L2 parallel treebank as an alternative approach
(Section 2.2).

2.1 Error tags
Errors in a learner sentence are commonly marked
with error tags. Each tag labels a problematic text
span with an error category, and often also pro-
vides a corrected version of the text span (Izumi
et al., 2005; Zhang, 2009; Yannakoudakis et al.,
2011; Dahlmeier et al., 2013). For example, the
Cambridge Learner Corpus usesXML tags tomark
error categories (Nicholls, 2003), and supplements
the original text with a vertical bar and the target
hypothesis:

He <MV> | is </MV> happy.

The annotation above indicates that the learner
sentence “He happy” lacks the verb “is”, and cat-
egorizes this error as “missing verb” (MV). Despite
their widespread usage, however, error tags alone
do not optimize corpus re-use and interoperability.

2.1.1 Corpus re-use
A major limitation of the error tagging approach
is that learner errors must be pre-categorized. It is

difficult, or perhaps impossible, to develop a ro-
bust and general-purpose error typology that cov-
ers “all” possible types at a suitable level of gran-
ularity. Unless one can foresee research questions
in the future, any tagset is by definition limited in
error coverage and may not be easily reused.
As a concrete example, consider the “incom-

plete sentence” error in English. A typical def-
inition of this error is a sentence without sub-
ject or finite verb, or a stand-alone subordinate
clause (Bram, 1995). The Cambridge Learner Cor-
pus does not enable automatic search for sentences
with this error, however; its closest error category,
MV (“missing verb”), also covers sentences that are
not incomplete, for instance those that are missing
modal verbs.
As another example, consider word-order errors

in Chinese, which Jiang (2009) classified into a
number of categories. It is impossible to directly
search for sentences with these error categories
in current Chinese learner corpora. The widely
used HSK Dynamic Composition Corpus (Zhang,
2009) puts all word-order errors in a single cate-
gory, CJX. The Test of Chinese as a Foreign Lan-
guage Learner Corpus (Lee et al., 2016a), which
was used in the most recent shared task on Chinese
Grammatical Error Diagnosis (Lee et al., 2016b),
annotates the POS involved in word-order errors
but does not providemore fine-grained distinctions
as in Jiang (2009).

2.1.2 Corpus interoperability
Since existing error tagsets vary widely in granu-
larity, it is difficult to combine information from
multiple learner corpora. To cite but a few ex-
amples, NUCLE (Dahlmeier et al., 2013) uses a
tagset with 27 error categories; the NICT Japanese
Learner English Corpus has 46 tags (Izumi et al.,
2005); while different combinations in the Cam-
bridge Learner Corpus tagset can recognize up to
80 types of different errors (Nicholls, 2003).
In general, there is no clear mapping between

these error tagsets. Returning to the incomplete
sentence error as example, the closest category in
NUCLE is “sentence fragment” (SFrag). How-
ever, it applies not only to the kinds of incomplete
sentences described by Bram (1995), but alsomore
broadly to complete sentences that suffer from
stylistic issues, or those that should bemergedwith
their neighbors. As such, SFrag only partially
overlaps with the MV category in the Cambridge
Learner Corpus.
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2.2 Tree query for learner error retrieval

In view of the limitations of error tags described
above, we propose the use of L1-L2 parallel tree-
bank for learner error retrieval. A search query on
such a treebank, consisting of a pair of parse tree
patterns with alignments (Table 1), can be viewed
as a dynamically defined error category.
The idea of leveraging linguistic annotations to

search for learner errors is not new. As noted
by Reznicek et al. (2013), when both learner sen-
tences and target hypotheses are POS-tagged and
word-aligned, a search query with constraints on
POS and word positions can effectively express an
error category. This approach is becoming more
widely applicable, as more learner corpora are en-
riched with POS annotation (Lüdeling et al., 2008;
Díaz-Negrillo et al., 2010) and enhanced align-
ments (Felice et al., 2016).
Many learner errors, however, cannot be ade-

quately specified with POS alone. Take subject-
verb agreement as an example. It does not suffice
to search for two aligned verbs with different tags
(e.g., VB and VBZ), since the change in conju-
gation may be a result of other errors (e.g., noun
number). The tree query in Table 1(a) provides a
more precise and transparent definition of the er-
ror. It requires the aligned verbs in both the L1
and L2 sentences to have a singular noun (NN) as
subject. Hence, it specifically targets the subject-
verb agreement error where the learner mistakes
the root form of the verb for the third-person sin-
gular present tense. Similarly, to search for Chi-
nese word-order errors involving time expressions,
the tree query in Table 1(b) requires a specific de-
pendency relation between the aligned verbs and
nouns. This requirement helps exclude other er-
rors that exhibit similar POS patterns, for example
violations of the SVO word order.
This proposed approach promotes both corpus

re-use and interoperability. Free from a fixed er-
ror typology, the user may interrogate the corpus
with any suitable tree query, at an arbitrary level
of granularity; the learner corpus is thus re-usable
to the extent that the desired error type can be de-
fined with POS tags and dependency relations. In
terms of interoperability, mappings between er-
ror tagsets are no longer necessary; instead, this
approach requires mappings between POS tagsets
and dependency relations. This is admittedly still
a considerable problem, but one that is arguably
easier to solve, especially with the emergence of

(a) Subject-verb (b) Time expression
agreement error word-order error

L2: NN ... VB

L1: NN ... VBZ

nsubj

nsubj

L2: VERB ... NOUN

L1: NOUN ... VERB

obl:tmod

obl:tmod

Table 1: Tree queries for (a) subject-verb agree-
ment in English (in Stanford Dependencies); and
(b) time expression word-order errors in Chinese
(in Universal Dependencies).

Error type Freq P R
Time Expressions 21.1% 0.92 0.92
Modifiers + V 15.8% 0.50 0.50
Action Series 11.4% 0.65 0.85
Locative Expressions 11.4% 0.91 0.77
Subsidiary Relations 8.8% 1.00 0.80
Beneficiary 7.9% 1.00 0.56
Modifiers + N 7.0% 0.89 1.0
DE position 7.0% 1.00 0.38
Topic-comment 6.1% 0.83 0.71
Question 3.5% 1.00 0.50

Table 2: Precision (P) and recall (R) of the manu-
ally crafted tree queries in retrieving various error
types in the test set. See Jiang (2009) for a descrip-
tion of the error types.

international standards such as Universal Depen-
dencies (Nivre et al., 2016).

3 Case study

As a proof of concept, we conducted a case study
on word-order errors, a frequent error in learner
Chinese (Lee et al., 2016a), and measured the ex-
tent to which the proposed approach succeeded in
retrieving sentences with specific error categories.

3.1 Set-up
At least three taxonomies have been proposed
for Chinese word-order errors, by Yu (1986),
Ko (1997), and Jiang (2009), respectively. We
selected the one by Jiang, the most fine-grained
of the three, with 27 categories grouped under 9
principles. This taxonomy has been applied on
a dataset of 408 sentences, written by students
at various proficiency levels, labelled as levels 1
(least proficient) through 3 (most proficient). We
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(a) Modifiers + V (Adverb + V)

L2: VERB NOUN/ADV

L1: NOUN/ADV VERB

advmod

advmodL2: 我去第一次中國...
wo qu/VERB diyici/NOUN zhongguo
‘I’ ‘go’ ‘first time’ ‘China’
L1: 我第一次去中國...
wo diyici/NOUN qu/VERB zhongguo
‘I’ ‘first time’ ‘go’ ‘China’
“I go for the first time to China ...”
(b) Action Series (LE position)

L2: VERB le VERB

L1: VERB VERB le
conj

aux

aux
conjL2: 我們去了參觀故宮

women qu/VERB le canguan/VERB gugong
‘we’ ‘go’ LE ‘visit’ ’Forbidden City’
L1: 我們去參觀了故宮
women qu/VERB canguan/VERB le gugong
‘we’ ‘go’ ‘visit’ LE ’Forbidden City’
“We went to visit the Forbidden City”
(c) Locative Expressions (Location + V)

L2: VERB co-verb/ADP NOUN

L1: co-verb/ADP NOUN VERB

case obl

case

obl
L2: 你做什麽在這裡
ni zuo/VERB shenme zai/ADP zheli/NOUN
‘you’ ‘do’ ‘what’ ‘at’ ‘here’
L1: 你在這裡做什麽
ni zai/ADP zheli/NOUN zuo/VERB shenme
‘you’ ‘at’ ‘here’ ‘do’ ‘what’
“What are you doing here?”

Table 3: Examples of L1-L2 tree queries used in the case study (Section 3.1).

focused on the first three principles, namely the
“Greenberg Pattern Principle”, which prescribes
the canonical word order in Chinese; the “Princi-
ple of Modifier Before Head”; and “Temporal Se-
quence”.1 These are the largest and more syntax-
oriented principles, covering a majority of the er-
rors attested in the dataset.
As development set, we used 58 sentence pairs

from Level 1. We manually annotated the learner
sentences with the Universal Dependencies (UD)
scheme for Learner Chinese (Lee et al., 2017),
and the target hypotheses with the UD scheme for
standard Chinese (Leung et al., 2016); we then
performed word alignment between each sentence
pair. Based on the development set and on error
definitions in Jiang (2009), we manually crafted
30 parse tree patterns for 10 error categories un-
der the three principles mentioned above. Table 3
shows some example patterns.
As test set, we drew 114 sentences from Lev-

els 2 and 3, and manually performed similar de-
pendency annotation and word alignment. Com-

1The interested reader is referred to Jiang (2009) for de-
tails about these principles.

pared with those in the development set, these sen-
tences are linguistically more complex and likely
contain more diverse errors, thus ensuring that the
accuracy of the proposed approach is not overesti-
mated.

3.2 Results

We applied the manually crafted tree queries on
the test set, and measured their accuracy in retriev-
ing and distinguishing between sentences with dif-
ferent kinds of word-order errors. As shown in
Table 2, the highest precision was achieved for
the categories “Question”, “DE position”, “Bene-
ficiary” and “Subsidiary Relations” (all at 100%),
since their parse structures are most distinct and
predictable. Precision was lowest for “Modifiers
+ V” (50%). Because of unclear meaning in the
L2 sentences, their parse trees are often prone to
matching similar patterns from other error cate-
gories, such as “Time Expressions”. In certain
cases, the L2 sentence contains multiple errors but
the gold annotation marks only one.
Recall was highest for “Modifiers + N” (100%)

and “Time Expressions” (92%), and lowest for
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“DE position” (38%). Error analysis revealed that
while the L1 parse patterns were mostly adequate,
the L2 parse patterns were sometimes not suffi-
ciently general to cover the variety of learner us-
age that could produce unexpected parse tree struc-
tures.

4 Conclusion

This opinion paper advocates the use of L1-L2 par-
allel treebank as learner corpus. We have argued
that such a treebank can better facilitate corpus re-
use and interoperability than a fixed error tagset.
We have shown the feasibility of the proposed ap-
proach in a case study, by measuring the accu-
racy of tree queries in distinguishing between fine-
grained categories of word-order errors in learner
Chinese sentences. It is hoped that this paper
will spur development of L1-L2 parallel treebanks.
They in turn should lead to more accurate parsers
for learner text, eventually enabling the proposed
approach to be fully automated.
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